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EVALUATION OF ERRORS IN THE DETERMINATION OF GAS 

CHROE64TOGRAPHIC RETENTION PARAMETERS AND DERIVATIVE 

QUASTITIES* 

F. DOSDI, A. BETTI, C. BIGHI I\NU G. LODI 

istiticto Ckhico, Fcrravu jiiaiy) 

The problem of the evaluation of error; *tin the determination of gas chroma- 
tographic retention parameters was discussed with reference to the types of errors 
that can be found piactically, with reference to the type of quantities measured, 
to the retention parameters thereby obtained’*” and finally to the type of derivative 
quantities (3H of evaporation)3. 

The influence of random and system.ltic errors and the variation in the experi- 
mental conditions on the precision and accuracy of the net retention volume can be 
obtained by using the error transmission. 

The determination of the specific retention volume also requires the correct 
determination of the quantities and types cf phases that contribute to the retention, 
and the handling of correct espressions. 

Thi> precision and accuracy of the determination of dH obtained from the re- 
lation I ‘B = b,‘Tc + CL (where 7‘, is the temperature of the column in ‘K) were 
disc a (i \vitll reference to the presence of the following types of errors in the re- 
tention volume: 

(I) random errors; 
(2) systematic errors, constant in their relative values; 
(3) systematic errors, constant in their absolute values; 
(4) the ret a Ition volumes determined at different temperatures are affected 

by errors that depend stochastically on the time and on the temperature of operation 
of the gas chromatographic column ; 

(5) the partition system is not homogeneous (many phases contribute to the 

retention). 
In the first instance there is a no accurate value of AH, while dH is accurate 

in the second instance. 
In the other instances the determination of AH is incorrect or not reliable from 

the physical pain+ ~4 view. 
When there i c only systematic errors, which are constant in their absolute 

values, it is then possible to apply +1,a L ‘1 L1lL 1o1 owing csprcssron: 

cl” (2; -+ A2 = b _ L(b2 . dx 
d(l/:, + d) 

where x = IjTc and (V;v -+ A) is the mea :ured retention value, which is affected 
by a systematic constant error. 

* This work was carricd out with financial support from C.N.R. 
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We can obtain from such ar, expression. by successive approximation, the 
value of A and thence also of b and dH. 
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